On November 20, 1958, J. Robert Oppenheimer (right), Director (1947–66) of the Institute for Advanced Study, and George F. Kennan (center), then Professor in the School of Historical Studies and former Ambassador to Russia, conferred with nine Soviet educators who were on a five-week stay in the United States. At left is Aleksei I. Markushchevich, editor of the Russian pedagogical encyclopedia and head of the delegation. The book on the table is an autographed copy of Markushchevich’s volume on the theory of analytic functions, which he presented to Oppenheimer. The conference, which was held in Oppenheimer’s office, was principally to acquaint the Soviets with the operation of the Institute.

At the time the photograph was taken, Kennan was writing his two-volume, one-thousand-page Soviet-American Relations, 1917–1920. Kennan’s long connection with the Institute began with an invitation from Oppenheimer to come to the Institute as a Visitor in 1950; he was appointed to the Faculty in 1956. In this issue (see page 6), Frank Costigliola, a Member in the School of Historical Studies who is working on a biography of Kennan, writes about how the Institute permitted Kennan the time for study and reflection that allowed him to negotiate “a workable balance between his scholarship and engagement with current affairs,” although not without some internal strife.

Torn between his obligations to scholarly endeavors and to discussions of current events, Kennan turned to Oppenheimer for advice in 1958 when Kennan was still at Oxford, having recently delivered his Reith lectures in which he called for negotiations with Moscow to reunify Germany and reduce nuclear weapons. Oppenheimer replied, “If the Institute is to mean what it can to you, it must surely mean that you are free to return here with no clear notion of what you will do next, and with the confidence that here you will find, in terms of the years that you have spent here, and perhaps with some help from us, a gradual settling of the issues.”
By Didier Fassin

In 1981, a group of French pediatricians published a paper about a case of lead poisoning in the Archives Françaises de Pédia trie. The clinical history of a five-year-old boy named Mammar was described in detail. He had been suffering from consciousness dis orders and epileptic seizures, but all diagnostic investigations remained inconclusive. As his condition worsened, a neurosurgical operation was performed, with no success. Finally, from dozens of biological tests, some almost randomly selected, as often occurs in these difficult cases, one yielded an answer: a very high level of lead concentration was found in his blood.

The search for a diagnosis had been a lengthy process because, at that time in France, lead poisoning was considered a rare disease, mostly occupational, and afflicting adults. The pediatricians conducted a bibliographical inquiry and discovered that cases had been reported for decades in the United States involving children, generally living in underprivileged neighborhoods where white lead was used as house paint. Mammar’s parents confirmed that he sometimes

(Continued on page 9)

On the Excitements of Lot-Casting

By Patricia Crone

In 2004, a Member of the Classics section of the School of Historical Studies I was chatting with told me that some badly burnt papyri dating from the sixth century had been found in a church during excavations at Petra in Jordan. Modern technology made it possible to read them, their damaged state notwithstanding, and one of the persons involved in the project was my colleague, Glen Bowersock. It was the first I heard of it. Petra is located in a region involved in the rise of Islam, which began in the early seventh century, so I rushed off to Glen’s office and asked for more information. I left with a stack of papers and books and an agreement that Glen would give a talk about these papyri in the Islamicist seminar. When he did so, he mentioned a papyrus that describes an estate divided among three brothers where the shares were assigned by lot. This intrigued me because this was also how shares were assigned in the ancient Near East (more precisely, ancient Iraq). I had come across a surprising number of references to lot-casting in similar situations in sources relating to the first fifty years of Islam. So I emailed an Oxford colleague, Adam Silverstein, who is also interested in the link between the ancient Near East and Islam, and he reminded me of another sixth-century papyrus, from Nessana in what is now the Negev, in which shares are also assigned by lot. The correspondence continued and eventually we decided to write an article about it together. We both had more pressing work to do, so we worked on it intermittently, with long periods of inactivity in between, and only finished it in 2008.

Lot-casting is perhaps not the most interesting subject in the world, but the practice was common in the ancient world (not just the Near East) in official contexts where we would now find it surprising. The attestations in the cuneiform literature, the Bible, the two papyri, and Islamic literature were suggestive of a

(Continued on page 4)
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Beyond the Formalist-Realist Divide: Exposing a foreigner. Bourgain was selected for his remarkable presented in a state ceremony in Jerusalem. Considered Israel's most distinguished awards, will be not only immigrants and foreigners in France but also tiers of French Society) (Editions La Découverte, 2010).

Bourgain, Professor in the School of Mathematics, has been awarded the Vernadski Golden Medal of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. The medal is presented every year to two eminent scientists, one of whom is a member of Academy and the other a foreigner. Bourgain was selected for his remarkable contributions to harmonic analysis and its applications.

Erich S. Maskin, Albert O. Hirschman Professor in the School of Social Science, was awarded an honorary doctorate by the University of Cambridge in a ceremony in Phnom Penh.

Nathan Seiberg, Professor in the School of Natural Sciences, has been elected as a 2009 Fellow of the American Physical Society.

Scott Tremaine, Richard Black Professor in the School of Natural Sciences, will receive an honorary degree from the University of Toronto in June.

Asgate has published Crusaders and Crusading in the Twelfth Century by Giles Constable, Professor Emeritus in the School of Historical Studies. The volume contains studies illustrating aspects of crusading that are often passed over in narrative histories.

Shing-Tung Yau, former Professor (1980–84) and Member (1971–72, 1979–80) in the School of Mathematics, will share the 2010 Wolf Prize in Mathematics with Dennis Sullivan, former Visitor (1968–70) in the School. Yau is William Caspar Graustein Professor of Mathematics at Stony Brook University, the State University of New York.

Graham Farnelo, former Director’s Visitor (2005, 2006, 2009), has received the Costa Book Award for Biography for The Strangest Man: The Hidden Life of Paul Dirac, Quantum Genius (Faber and Faber, 2009), which award judges called the most compelling biography of the year. Farnelo, Adjunct Professor of Physics at Northeastern University and Bye-Fellow of Churchill College, University of Cambridge, worked on the book during his time at the Institute.

William Fulton, former Director’s Visitor (1994) and former Member (1981–82) in the School of Mathematics, has received the American Mathematical Society’s Steele Prize for Lifetime Achievement for his research, writing, and intellectual leadership in algebraic geometry, and for his teaching and mentoring. Fulton is the Oscar Zariski Distinguished University Professor at the University of Michigan.

Franciscus Verellen, Member in the School of Historical Studies, has been awarded the French National Order of the Legion of Honor.

Robert L. Griess Jr., former Member (1979–80, 1994) in the School of Mathematics, has been awarded the American Mathematical Society’s Steele Prize for Seminal Contributions to Research for his construction of the “monster” sporadic finite simple group. Griess is Professor at the University of Michigan.

Subhash Khot, former Member (2003–04) in the School of Mathematics, will receive the 2010 Alan T. Waterman Award, presented annually by the National Science Foundation. The award recognizes an outstanding young researcher in science or engineering. Khot is Associate Professor of Computer Science at the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences of New York University.

Judith McKenzie, former Member (2003–04) in the School of Historical Studies, has won the 2010 James R. Wiseman Book Award of the Archaeological Institute of America for her book The Architecture of Alexandria and Egypt 300 BC–AD 700 (Yale University Press, 2007). McKenzie is a member of the Faculty of Classics in the University of Oxford.

Philip Van der Eijk, former Member (2006) in the School of Historical Studies, has been awarded an Alexander von Humboldt Professorship in Classics and History of Science at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin. Van der Eijk, the first candidate from the humanities to receive this prize, will direct a major research program devoted to the history of medicine in the classical world.
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## News of the Institute Community

### Carl Kaysen 1920 – 2010

Carl Kaysen, who served as the Institute for Advanced Study’s fourth Director from 1966 to 1976, overseeing a decade of growth and change, died on February 8 at the age of eighty-nine. A political economist with a distinguished career in public service, he was President Kennedy’s Deputy Special Assistant for National Security Affairs from 1961 to 1963, and was most recently the David W. Skinner Professor of Political Economy, Emeritus, at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Born in 1920 in Philadelphia, Kaysen earned his M.S. in 1947 and Ph.D. in 1954 from Harvard University, where he became Professor of Economics in 1957. He was hired by the Institute to help broaden its academic scope to include topics relevant to contemporary society. One of the ways Kaysen fulfilled this objective was to create the School of Social Science, which began as the Program for Social Change in 1968 and was formalized in 1973 as the Institute’s fourth School, joining the Schools of Historical Studies, Mathematics, and Natural Sciences.

Of the creation of the School, Kaysen noted, “The opportunity to develop a new field of activity at the Institute was the challenge that meant the most to me. That the School of Social Science now exists on a firm intellectual and financial base is an accomplishment that I consider to be one of my chief contributions to the institution.”

In 1970, Kaysen appointed the Program’s first Professor, the anthropologist Clifford Geertz (1926–2006), who influenced generations of scholars in interpretive social science. Kaysen himself served as a Professor in the School, along with Albert O. Hirschman, a development economist appointed in 1974 and currently Professor (Continued on page 8)
The recovery of Mesopotamian mathematics was pioneered in the early thirties by Otto Neugebauer (1899–1990), an eminent Member of the Institute for Advanced Study whose association with the Institute spanned forty-five years (see article below). Neugebauer began his career as a mathematician in Göttingen. After fleeing Nazi Germany, he emigrated to the United States and became a major figure in the history of ancient mathematics and astronomy. Since the publication of cuneiform mathematical texts by Neugebauer and other scholars, such as the French Assyriologist François Thureau-Dangin, we have known that the history of mathematics did not begin in Greece in the third century BC, but more than a thousand years before in Mesopotamia and Egypt, and perhaps elsewhere. The tradition of studying Mesopotamian mathematics and related sciences continues at the Institute through the support of the Otto Neugebauer Fund, from which I had the chance to benefit in 2009.

Beginning in 1999, I set out to learn cuneiform mathematics by reading school tablets and recreating the training given to young scribes in Mesopotamia four thousand years ago. I studied in the Istanbul Archaeological Museum, like the one pictured above, which contains a table of reciprocals. Proust, who was a Member in the School of Historical Studies in the fall of 2009, is currently a Visiting Research Scholar at New York University’s Institute for the Study of the Ancient World.

In 1986, Otto Neugebauer was awarded the Balzan Prize for his fundamental research into the exact sciences in the ancient world, in particular, on ancient Mesopotamian, Egyptian, and Greek astronomy. Neugebauer donated the prize money of 250,000 Swiss francs to the Institute for Advanced Study. Funding for Christine Proust’s Membership in the School of Mathematics was provided by the fund that Neugebauer established.

Neugebauer to become a professor at the University of Copenhagen, where he remained until 1939. Neugebauer, who had founded and served as the editor for the Zentralblatt für Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete since 1931, was then brought to Brown University in the United States to edit the journal under the new title of Mathematical Reviews. He continued with the journal until 1948.

(Continued on page 8)
pattern that could help us trace the threads between the ancient and the Islamic periods of the Near or, as it is usually called today, the Middle East. This was where the excitement lay.

The Middle East is an odd region in that it does not have a single history, but rather three, studied in different university departments. The study of the ancient and by far the longest period, covering the period ca. 3000 to 330 BC, is called Assyriology and is usually treated as an adjunct of either religious or political, and liberal, chauvinist and universalist.

Volume One, titled Authority, deals with questions of political legitimacy: Who should rule over the Jewish people? There are chapters on God, kings, priests, prophets, and the leaders of Israel today. Volume Two, titled Membership, addresses the question: Who is a Jew?—but also, How were the boundaries of the community maintained in the centuries of statelessness? There are chapters on converts, heretics, apostates, and (since no boundary can be understood without knowing who is on the other side) Gentiles. Volume Three, now nearing completion, is called Community, and it is focused mostly on the communities of the Diaspora. How have they governed themselves, raised money, provided welfare and educational services, and sustained a legal system—without a territorial base and with limited coercive power? There are chapters on taxation, welfare, government, and the rabbinic courts. Volume Four, called Politics in History, for which we are now collecting and translating texts, will deal with the big world-historical issues: land, war, exile, and redemption.

We have tried to be inclusive in our choice of texts—JPT isn’t a collection only of the nicest political arguments. We present the tradition, as Oliver Cromwell told the state portraitist he wanted to be painted, war and all. The texts are rationalist and mystical, monarchist and republican, authoritarian and liberal, chauvinist and universalist. We include writings from all the contemporary denominations, from ultraorthodox to reform—and from secular writers as well. The commentaries we have chosen span both the religious/secular and right/left spectrums. These aren’t, however, books for everyone. We have told the commentators that we don’t want academic contextualizations or pious appreciations of the texts; we want critical engagements with them.

The research of Patricia Crone, Andrew W. Mellon Professor in the School of Historical Studies, is focused on the Near East from late antiquity to the coming of the Mongols. She is interested in the delineation of the political, religious, and cultural environment in which Islam began and how it transformed, and was itself transformed by, the regions that the Arabs conquered. Originally a political, social, and military historian (some diversions notwithstanding), she has been steadily moving into the history of ideas. She now works mainly on the Qur’an and the cultural and religious traditions of Iraq, Iran, and the formerly Iranian part of Central Asia.

The texts are rationalist and mystical, monarchist and republican, authoritarian and liberal, chauvinist and universalist. The research of Patricia Crone, Andrew W. Mellon Professor in the School of Historical Studies, is focused on the Near East from late antiquity to the coming of the Mongols. She is interested in the delineation of the political, religious, and cultural environment in which Islam began and how it transformed, and was itself transformed by, the regions that the Arabs conquered. Originally a political, social, and military historian (some diversions notwithstanding), she has been steadily moving into the history of ideas. She now works mainly on the Qur’an and the cultural and religious traditions of Iraq, Iran, and the formerly Iranian part of Central Asia.

Jewish Political Tradition

arranged topically into chapters, and chronologically within chapters.

Jewish Political Tradition

Volume One, titled Authority, deals with questions of political legitimacy: Who should rule over the Jewish people? There are chapters on God, kings, priests, prophets, and the elected leaders of Israel today. Volume Two, titled Membership, addresses the question: Who is a Jew?—but also, How were the boundaries of the community maintained in the centuries of statelessness? There are chapters on converts, heretics, apostates, and (since no boundary can be understood without knowing who is on the other side) Gentiles. Volume Three, now nearing completion, is called Community, and it is focused mostly on the communities of the Diaspora. How have they governed themselves, raised money, provided welfare and educational services, and sustained a legal system—without a territorial base and with limited coercive power? There are chapters on taxation, welfare, government, and the rabbinic courts. Volume Four, called Politics in History, for which we are now collecting and translating texts, will deal with the big world-historical issues: land, war, exile, and redemption.

We have tried to be inclusive in our choice of texts—JPT isn’t a collection only of the nicest political arguments. We present the tradition, as Oliver Cromwell told the state portraitist he wanted to be painted, war and all. The texts are rationalist and mystical, monarchist and republican, authoritarian and liberal, chauvinist and universalist. We include writings from all the contemporary denominations, from ultraorthodox to reform—and from secular writers as well. The commentaries we have chosen span both the religious/secular and right/left spectrums. These aren’t, however, books for everyone. We have told the commentators that we don’t want academic contextualizations or pious appreciations of the texts; we want critical engagements with them.

JPT isn’t a history of Jewish politics; nor is it a history of Jewish political thinking. It is an effort to retrieve the arguments that have gone on within the Jewish world and remained outsiders to the region in the sense that they continued to be oriented toward their own cultural centers even after having made themselves at home in the Near East. The bulk of the Persian tradition is also lost, so that for practical purposes we only have one pair of foreign eyes, those of the Greeks and the Romans. It is only inscriptions and archaeology that allow us occasionally to see the Near Easterners directly before they became Muslims and started writing plenty about themselves that still survives.

This, of course, is one reason why the history of the region is divided into three segments: we do not have the tradition that connects them. But without putting the segments together again one cannot see some of the most striking facts about the region. Most obviously, the Near/Middle East is a cultural area marked by over a thousand years of colonial rule, with a bit more following at the hands of the Europeans after another twelve hundred years or so. This seems to be unparalleled in history. Other conquerors who managed to hold on to their possessions for as long as the Greeks and the Romans did between them absorbed the peoples they had conquered (to use a dreadfully simplistic shorthand), but the Greeks and the Romans did not, nor of course did the Europeans. This is of major importance for the political evolution of the Islamic Middle East, but it is never taken into consideration. It is also impossible to understand the nature of Islamic culture without remembering that the same people continued to live in the region for all those millennia, passing on their own tradition in gradually changing forms from one generation to the next, so that the substratum of Islamic culture must be a remote descendant of that which prevailed in ancient times.

Adam Silverstein and I found that all evidence for lot-casting as a live practice in official contexts had petered out by the second century AD, except on the Jewish side. Thereafter it reappeared in Arabic literature on the Prophet and the early caliphs. Without the two papyri, it would have looked like a case of continuity between Judaism and Islam. The two papyri are Christian, however, produced in communities that were undoubtedly Arabic-speaking even though they wrote in Greek. What we had was a Near Eastern practice that had remained alive on the periphery of the Roman empire and also beyond it, in that part of Arabia that was never subjected to colonial rule. We would have been more excited by evidence throwing light on the gradual transformation of the Near Eastern tradition in Iraq itself (the undoubted home of Islamic culture). But the practice attested in the two papyri did gain acceptance in Islamic law, to be discussed along new lines, so it did add one thread to the many we need to sew the severed segments of Near/Middle Eastern history together.

The charred remnants of the papyrus scrolls dating from the sixth century, pictured here before being reassembled, were found in a building connected to a Byzantine church in Petra.

Biblical studies or archaeology. The next thousand years, from the conquest of Alexander the Great in the 330s BC to the Arab conquests in the 630s AD, form part of Classics. The rest is called Islamic or Middle Eastern history and is studied now as an adjunct of Arabic and in History departments. Until recently, these segments were seen as having little to do with each other. To Islamicists, the Near East outside Arabia was a foreign territory made familiar by Arab settlement and Islamization. Some introductory courses did start with surveys of the Near East on the eve of Islam, but this was largely a formality, for with the exception of the conquests, the explanation of later developments by borrowings from the Islamic tradition was that happened there. Islam was seen as sufficiently developed by the time of the conquests to continue growing on the basis of its own internal resources, merely absorbing this or that occasional “foreign element” in the process. The idea that there might be continuity all the way back to the ancient period seemed wildly implausible. A few echoes of ancient Near Eastern themes could indeed be seen here and there, but they came across as odd survivals inducing marvel at their longevity, but incapable of telling us anything significant.

Today all this has changed. The interaction between ancient Near Eastern and classical culture, both before and after Alexander, has become an exciting field of study, and it has also come to be widely recognized that Islamic culture is rooted in that of late antiquity, both Greco-Roman and Persian. If we cannot still trace the threads between the ancient and the Islamic periods, it is because practically all the evidence is lost. The inhabitants of the ancient Near East exchanged their ancient languages for Aramaic; it is the development of the Aramaic tradition that we need to follow. But it was not an imperial culture; its literature ceased to be copied when its bearers converted to other religions; and it was written on more perishable material than clay tablets. We do have some Jewish writings in Aramaic, and from the third century AD onward we also have Christian ones (in that branch of Aramaic called Syriac), but the pagans who formed the vast majority in the region for most of the period are almost invisible in the record. By and large, we have to study the Near East through the eyes of its conquerors, who
Erwin Panofsky—Jan van Eyck—Philip Pearlstein

BY IRVING LAVIN

The splendid portrait of Erwin Panofsky, late Professor in the School of Historical Studies, installed in the Institute’s Historical Studies—Social Science Library, was commissioned from Philip Pearlstein in 1993. The portrait was the result of a series of coincidences that Panofsky liked to call “accidents on the highways of tradition,” this time involving a collision of at least a half dozen vehicles of history.

First, in 1964, one of the Institute’s Trustees, Harold Linder, gave a modest sum for art for our library, in memory of Herbert L. Lehman. Evidently long forgotten, the existence of the fund was very kindly brought to my attention by Elliott Shore, our librarian at the time, but it proved devilishly difficult—the second coincidence—to hit upon an appropriate and really first-rate work for the amount available. The difficulty was in fact fortunate because the third coincidence—the money was still there when Panofsky’s centennial approached and the idea, which seems inevitable in retrospect, dawned on me that it would be singularly appropriate if we could obtain for the centennial of one of the leading art historians of our time, a portrait by one of the leading artists of our time.

The choice of that artist, Philip Pearlstein, was also inevitable and providential. Pearlstein had already done a double portrait of two leading American art historians, Linda Nochlin and Richard Pommer, and a portrait of Panofsky by him would stand in the noble tradition of Max Liebermann’s portrayal of Wilhelm von Bode, and Oskar Kokoschka’s painting of Hans and Erika Tietze. A fourth coincidence was that Philip and I had known each other for more than forty years, ever since we were graduate students together at the Institute of Fine Arts in New York, where in spring of 1950 we listened, in adjoining seats—and this is the fifth coincidence—to the lectures of none other than Erwin Panofsky, who taught there regularly. I telephoned Philip and made him an offer that, under those circumstances, he could hardly refuse. What came as an astonishing surprise, however, was that instead of producing a modest little sketch or drawing, which is all I expected at the agreed price, Pearlstein made a monumental, over life-size and labor-intensive painting.

Pearlstein’s unusual artistic generosity was matched by an equally unusual scholarly generosity. Besides his own memories of Panofsky, he based the portrait on several snapshots I sent him, some of which were kindly lent by Gerda Panofsky. Well-trained art historian that he is, when he finished the picture, Pearlstein sent me the following documentary letter describing his working procedure, along with several slides:

May 1, 1993
Dear Irving,

Enclosed is the original slide, my painting and the studio set-up crudely improvised—I suspended a piece of transparent vellum from an old canvas-stretcher frame that is leaning against an unused easel, onto which I projected, from the rear, the original slide which then became my “model.” I tried to paint as if from a still-life. Projecting the slide this way allowed me to keep on the usual studio lights I work with. You can see that I repositioned the hand holding the eye glasses, to compress the composition, and as I told you, I painted the details of the hand from my own hand as a model—their way was enough detail in the photo—and my hand is just as pudgy as Panofsky’s! Thanks for the opportunity to do this.

Yours, 

Philip

The artist’s use of the word compress is a dead giveaway, for with this device he transformed the snapshot into a modern, Philip Pearlstein version of those powerfully analytical and evocative portraits by Early Netherlandish painters like Jan van Eyck. In fact, with its intensely “up-front” view, body and arms hidden below the frame, leaving visible only the hand with fingers holding a personal symbol (eyeglasses for the scholar), the portrait of Panofsky is reminiscent of the Man with a Pink in Berlin.

The next-to-last coincidence is that the lectures we heard in New York were none other than the manuscript of what soon became one of Panofsky’s most important books, Early Netherlandish Painting, Its Origins and Character (Harvard University Press, 1953), and the Man with a Pink was one of the well-known works he discussed.

The final coincidence is that Pearlstein actually bears an uncanny personal resemblance to Panofsky, both physically (not only the pudgy hands) and in his personal warmth and good humor. Hence Pearlstein’s portrait of Panofsky may also be viewed as an appropriately whimsical indulgence in that fateful tendency of artists described in the Renaissance by the famous aphorism “every painter paints himself” (ogni dipintore dipinge se), which Leonardo considered the painter’s “worst defect.”


Irving Lavin, Professor Emeritus in the School of Historical Studies, has written extensively on the history of art from late antiquity to modern times, including numerous studies on Italian painting, sculpture, and architecture of the Renaissance and Baroque periods. This essay was originally published in Meaning in the Visual Arts: Views from the Outside. A Centennial Commemoration of Erwin Panofsky (1892–1968) edited by Lavin and published by Princeton University Press in 1995. Pearlstein’s portrait of Panofsky appeared as the frontispiece of the volume.

JEWISH POLITICAL TRADITION (Continued from page 4)

best represent what Jewish writers had to say about these issues. Though my colleagues came initially as research assistants, they were more like my teachers. We would read texts together, they would provide sight translations, and then we would have our own arguments. Should this text be included? What part of it? Might this other text be better? Is this the best counterargument? We circulated lists of texts among scholars in the field—and invariably were told, No, no, you have missed the most important piece of writing on that question! This was sometimes true, but not always. Still, the selection process wasn’t finished until we made the last “last minute” addition and sent the manuscript to Yale.

Some of the selected texts existed in good English translations. Most didn’t, and so we set about translating, or retranslating them. My colleagues did the translating, then I edited the versions they produced as if I were editing articles for Dissent magazine, aiming at an easy English style. Then they went over the translations again to make sure that I had not introduced any errors. I worried about this process, but the translations in volumes one and two have been praised by reviewers. I wrote the first drafts of all the chapter introductions, whose chief purpose is to show how these Jewish arguments resonate (or don’t) arguments in Western political theory. And then I rewrote them, again and again, to meet the criticisms and suggestions of my coeditors.

All this took a lot of time—and a lot of money. Some of the money came from the National Endowment for the Humanities, some of it from the Hartman Institute and from the Gladys Delmas Foundation, but most of it, the stipends of my research assistants and my own travel money, came from IAS. And the time—that is the most wonderful gift of this place. I couldn’t have done my part of this work anywhere else.

Michael Walzer, Professor Emeritus in the School of Social Science, is one of America’s foremost political thinkers. He has written about a wide variety of topics in political theory and moral philosophy, including political obligation, just and unjust war, nationalism and ethnicity, economic justice, and the welfare state. The Jewish Political Tradition has its origin in a conference on Jewish philosophy, religion, and politics, sponsored by the Shalom Hartman Institute in Jerusalem, that has been convened every year since 1983. The first, rough proposal for a book on Jewish political thought was circulated by Walzer in 1987.
George F. Kennan and the Institute

BY FRANK COSTIGLIOLA

“True scholars often work in loneliness, compelled to find rewards in the awareness that they have made valuable, even beautiful contributions to the cumulative structure of human knowledge, whether anyone knows it at the time or not.”

These words from George F. Kennan are carved into Elynn Zimmerman’s curved granite and steel sculpture, on a pavement next to the Institute’s Scholarly Home in Princeton. The inscription is a statement of the profundity of Kennan’s loneliness, and of his dedication to the solitary pursuit of knowledge.

Kennan’s work was marked by a deep sense of detachment and disinterestedness. He believed in the importance of scholarship as a means of understanding the world and its complexities. Kennan felt that the Institute was a place where he could pursue his intellectual interests without the distractions of the outside world. He appreciated the Institute’s facilities, and the opportunity to work in a setting that fostered intellectual growth and creativity.

Despite his love for the Institute, Kennan spent much of his life working in isolation. He was known for his ability to write with elegance and grace, even in the face of loneliness. His most influential writing went against the grain of academic fashion, and he was often criticized for his lack of conformity.

Kennan appreciated the Institute’s facilities for its scholarly work, and he considered the opportunity to be a member of the Institute to be a great honor. He was pleased to be invited to join the Institute’s Faculty, and he was especially pleased to be able to continue his work on the Atomic Energy Commission.

Kennan’s contributions to the Institute were numerous. He was a professor of history and political science, and he was instrumental in shaping the Institute’s program in these fields. He was also a member of the Institute’s Council, and he served as its president from 1963 to 1970.

In conclusion, George F. Kennan was a true scholar who worked in loneliness, but who made valuable contributions to the cumulative structure of human knowledge. His dedication to scholarship is an inspiration to all who seek to understand the world and its complexities.

George F. Kennan tended toward a melancholy view of life.
opportunized his voice. Oppenheimer advised him to take his time deciding.

By late 1959, Kennan, encouraged by Robert F. Goheen, President of Princeton University, was contemplating a run for the U.S. Senate. More than ever he felt a "public responsibility" to the "thousands of people" in America, Europe, and Asia, especially young people, "who look to me to do my part" in solving world problems. The Institute now seemed too "isolated a position" from which to address pressing issues. The Director could not, however, keep a Professor waging a political campaign on the payroll. Kennan countered that since joining the Faculty he had produced "a not discreditable record of scholarly work"—enough work to justify his taking off most of 1960 to campaign. Oppenheimer would not relent. The Director probably recalled that the caveat in Kennan's pledge specified that he would not "refuse" high office. It said nothing about seeking such office. The would-be candidate had no other means to support his family. The larger problem, Kennan emphasized, was that democracy suffered from the limited pool of candidates who could afford to run. "This state of affairs makes me very unhappy," he told Oppenheimer.

The career of a Senator Kennan is fascinating to contemplate. He would likely have tried to bring his scholarly erudition to bear in Senatorial discussion. He would have argued for a different approach to the Soviet Union. He would have worked to develop an audience informed about world affairs. But how, one wonders, could he have avoided the inner loneliness and turmoil resulting from the conflict between a public persona acceptable to voters and a private self that "repudiated" much of those voters' culture? Kennan never had to merge those personae. Instead, he felt more isolated.

for most of the next four decades he stayed at the Institute, where he produced beautifully written, thoroughly researched works of history, volumes of memoirs, and stirring arguments for nuclear disarmament. He negotiated a workable balance between his scholarship and engagement with current affairs. Even so, in his last years he "didn't find as many connections with the Institute as earlier," a longtime associate would later recall. "He felt not isolated." He forthrightly acknowledged. At the Institute's memorial on February 18, 2004, he made only one point in his brief remarks: "I have never regretted" the dedication to scholarship, he said. "I have regarded it as a privilege to consider myself a member of the Faculty of the Institute." I

The following excerpt is from remarks given by John Archibald Wheeler on March 27, 2000, in connection with the play Copenhagen by Michael Frayn. Wheeler was a Professor of Physics at Princeton University from 1938 until his retirement in 1976 and a Member of the Institute's School of Mathematics (prior to the founding of the School of Natural Sciences) in the spring of 1937, when it was still temporarily housed in Fine Hall (now Jones Hall) at Princeton University. Niels Bohr, who had a twenty-year association with the Institute, first visited in the academic year 1938–39, when the Institute completed the Field Hall. For more about Bohr and his relationship with Albert Einstein, one of the Institute's first Professors, see the Spring 2009 Institute Letter.

If two such great thinkers as Bohr and Einstein, who had such a high regard for each other, could be brought together for a prolonged period, would not something emerge of great value to all of us? This thought and this hope animated the guiding spirits of the Princeton Institute for Advanced Study to invite Niels Bohr to come as a guest of the Institute for the entire spring semester of 1939. However, four days before Bohr boarded his America-bound ship, he learned from Otto Robert Frisch that Frisch and his aunt Lisa Meitner had solid evidence that a neutron splits the nucleus of uranium. As he crossed the Atlantic, Bohr's vision turned more and more from the problem of quantum mechanics to the problems of nuclear physics. So January and February, March and April of 1939 saw him working, discussing, calculating, and writing, day after day, not with Einstein on quantum physics as intended, but with me on the nuclear physics of fission. Yes, of course, there were meetings Bohr had with Einstein but they were occasional and did not lead to the big push it takes to formulate a solid well-argued position. No. Fission, and what it meant and how it differed from one nucleus to another, and what those differences offered in the way of using the nucleus for a chain reaction stood at the center of our attention.

Close to us were our two Hungarian colleagues, Eugene Wigner and Leo Szilard, who had talked together confidentially many times of the possibility of arranging a nuclear chain reaction. On March 15, 1939, these hopes of theirs came to expression. On that day Bohr and I had a long meeting with Szilard and Wigner in the next-door office of Wigner (which had been the office of Einstein until, a few weeks earlier, Einstein moved to the new building of the Institute for Advanced Study).

Only a few days before, Bohr and I concluded that the fission observed in natural uranium originates in the rare constituent, Uranium-235, not in the 139 times more abundant U-238. "Then separate out the U-235," said Szilard, "and use it to make atomic bombs." "That would be conceivable" Bohr replied. "But it would be an enormous enterprise. To carry it through would require the entire efforts of a nation." Ultimately, it was to take the efforts of three nations, Britain, Canada, and the United States.

With discussions as passionate and fateful as those regarding fission going on, it is no wonder that the world lost forever equally passionate and fateful discussions on the quantum between Bohr and Einstein.

By May of 1939 Bohr was back in Denmark, despite the looming threat of war. The paper by Bohr and me on the mechanism of nuclear fission appeared in the Physical Review of September 1, 1939, the same day the war began. 

Of Historical Note

Frank Costigliola, Professor of History at the University of Connecticut, is currently a Member of the School of Historical Studies. During his stay at the Institute, he has finished writing Lost Alliances: How Personal Politics Helped Win World War II and Form the Early Cold War. He is now beginning a biography of George F. Kennan.

1. Comments by George F. Kennan at the State Department, October 6, 1994, Kennan papers, box 181, Mudd Library, Princeton University.
8. Kennan to Oppenheimer, June 5, 1950, Kennan papers, box 37, Mudd.
11. Menschmen to Ernst Kantorowicz, March 17, 1955, ibid.
14. Excerpt from Minutes of the Board of Trustees meeting, November 15, 1955, ibid.
15. Kennan to Oppenheimer, December 14, 1959, ibid.
Mathematical Sciences Investigation (MSI): The Anatomy of Integers and Permutations

BY ANDREW GRANVILLE

Andrew Granville, a Member in the School of Mathematics, describes the origins and making of an experimental work that blurred the boundaries between pure mathematics, film, and live performance. It premiered in Wolfensohn Hall on December 12.

Mathematics involves a rich language, invoking precise definitions that deter most people who are not well-trained in its subtleties. Although there is a fine tradition of "popularizations," these are always subject to the dilemma that writing at too high a level discourages readership and at too low a level does not do justice to the material. The question remains as to how to disseminate high-level mathematics to a wider audience. When my latest idea for an expository article took shape, I wondered whether it could be presented in a nontraditional way to attract a different, wider audience.

So mathematics, I was interested in explaining involved the underlying composition of two central mathematical objects, integers and permutations, and the surprising revelation that in many ways their structure seems very similar—so similar, in fact, that they are almost identical. This reminded me of an episode of the TV series CSI: Crime Scene Investigation in which two different-looking people proved to be twins. Autopsies yielded the crucial evidence; why not construct a similar revelation from autopsies of integers and permutations? We set out to create a fantasy world that would slowly reveal various mathematical properties, just as evidence is slowly revealed in CSI.

Could just-out-of-reach mathematical ideas and an allegorical story explaining the mathematics hold an audience's interest? Certainly, the characters would need to be compelling. Fortunately, mathematical history has no shortage of interesting characters: Karl Friedrich Gauss, Sophie Germain, John von Neumann, Alexander Grothendieck... By incorporating some of their history, other issues could be addressed—how mathematicians work together; student-teacher as well as peer relationships; the role of women in mathematics today; and mathematics as structure-building research vs. problem-based investigation.

I approached my sister, who is a screenwriter, for help. She wove my ideas into a storyline, never cutting the mathematics, but asking me to shape it to different situations. Our first draft of Mathematical Sciences Investigation was critiqued by other mathematicians who enjoy writing expository mathematics, and duly revised. We then wanted to see how it would work as a live reading by professional actors in front of a mathematical audience. I ran the idea by Peter Sarnak, a Professor in the School of Mathematics, and Peter Goddard, the Director of the Institute, who kindly agreed to host the reading in Wolfensohn Hall.

For the performance, we needed some visual language, short of making a movie! Michael Spencer, Director of Performance Design and Practice at Central St Martin's School of Art and Design in London, brought a distinctive vision to our script. He suggested the use of paper corpses to represent the research—thus the autopsies would literally reveal the mathematics.

Robert Schneider, the lead singer and composer for the band The Apples in Stereo and a keen amateur mathematician, composed an original score for MSI that he performed live along with clarinetist Alex Kontorovich, a Member in the School of Mathematics, and cellist Heather McIntosh. The instruments played four different measures—at the second, third, fifth, and seventh beats—all primes. The missing beats were at eleven, thirteen... exactly the primes between ten and fifty, thus turning the Sieve of Eratosthenes into haunting music.

Six actors from New York City read our screenplay, after working with us for just one day. They did remarkably well with so much technical language, sounding as if they knew what they were talking about!

We were delighted by the positive response at the post-performance question-and-answer session and at the reception. We are now revising the script to prepare for other performances over the coming year, which will take the Mathematical Sciences Investigation in Wolfensohn Hall.

NEUGEBAUER (Continued from page 3)

In 1945, he and his collaborator Abraham Sachs were invited by Hermann Weyl to spend the year as Members of the School of Mathematics at the Institute. This was the beginning of Neugebauer’s long association with the Institute. He returned as a Member for the second semester of the 1949–50 academic year, then was offered a five-year membership beginning in 1950–51. Duties at Brown prevented him from accepting fully, but he made arrangements to be at the Institute “for one term every second year.” In later years, he was in residence a great deal more often than the original agreement. While he retired from Brown in 1969, he held a permanent appointment at the Institute from 1980 until his death. Unusually, he was active in three schools, the School of Mathematics, the School of Humanistic Studies (later Historical Studies), and the School of Natural Sciences, during his long affiliation with the Institute.

Neugebauer was a prolific writer, and published on a range of topics, including Babylonian mathematics, medieval astronomy, and chronology. Among his books are the three-volume A History of Ancient Mathematical Astronomy (1975), the three-volume Astronomical Cuneiform Texts (1955), and The Exact Sciences in Antiquity (1951, with a second edition in 1957). Near the end of his career his notes on Copernicus’s De Revolutionibus were published in collaboration with Noel Swerdlow. He received many awards and honors, including the Balzan Prize (1986) and the Franklin Medal of the American Philosophical Society (1987).

KAYSEN (Continued from page 2)

Emeritus. The School remains dedicated to the analysis of societies and social change, and is devoted to a multidisciplinary, comparative, and international approach to social research.

Kaysen’s leadership endowed the School “both financially and intellectually,” said Joan Wallach Scott, Harold F. Linder Professor in the School of Social Science. “He sustained it through the institutional conflicts its founding provoked. The long and rich history of the School is one of his most important legacies for the Institute.”

During his tenure, Kaysen sought to strengthen the Institute’s financial standing and independence and increased its endowment by $8 million. Major improvements were made to the Institute’s campus during Kaysen’s tenure, including the construction of the Dining Hall, which continues to serve as an important daily gathering place for the entire Institute community, and West Building, which houses the School of Social Science and scholars affiliated with the School of Historical Studies. While Director, Kaysen served as a Professor in the School of Historical Studies from 1966–73 before becoming Professor in the School of Social Science.

Kaysen is survived by his wife, Ruth Butler, his daughters Susanna and Jesse, and his sister Flora Penaranda.

Centennial Council

In May, James and Elaine Wolfensohn will host the next event for the Centennial Council, the Institute’s most generous donor. The program will be organized by Didier Fassin, a member of the Institute’s Scientific Council and Professor in the Institute’s School of Social Science. Fassin and other experts in the area of global health will participate in a panel discussion on the theoretical and practical approaches to some of the pressing issues in the field. The Centennial Council’s most recent event, a discussion on “Financial Crisis, Recession, and Recovery,” was hosted by Institute Trustee James Simons and his wife Marilyn Simons in their New York City home last October. In addition to James Simons, panelists included Robert Engle of New York University and Eric S. Maskin, Albert O. Hirschman Professor in the School of Social Science, both Nobel Prize–winning economists, and Institute Trustee Roger Ferguson, President and Chief Executive Officer of TIAA-CREF. Members of the Centennial Council provide major operating and endowment support for the Institute, essential to maintaining its academic independence and the sustained focus on groundbreaking research that has defined it since its beginnings. For information on becoming a member of the Centennial Council, please contact Caitie Newcombe, Senior Development Officer, at (609) 951-4542 or cnewcombe@ias.edu.
LEAD POISONING (Continued from page 1)

put the flakes of old paint falling off the walls of their dilapidated flat in his mouth. The little boy was adminis-
tered a chelator, i.e., a substance facilitating the elim-
ination of lead from the blood, although not from the
organs where it had accumulated, and as his condition
apparently improved, he was sent home, where he prob-
ably continued inadvertently poisoning himself, if not
by ingesting flakes, by inhaling the toxic dust. In their
discussion of the case, the authors indicated that, con-
trary to what had been observed in North America, lead
poisoning in children was “exceptional” in France: only
ten cases had been recorded in twenty-five years.

In 1999, however, a report written by experts from
the French National Institute for Health and Medical
Research (INSERM) proposed quite a different picture:
based on epidemiological studies conducted in France,
an estimated 85,000 children were victims of lead poi-
soning, that is almost 2 percent of the age group; the
disease was referred to as a “silent epidemic” and pro-
grams to combat it were declared a “national priority”;
large-scale screening of low-income families living in
aging housing was recommended and measures to reno-
vate dwellings were proposed at a cost of approximately
$5 billion.

Let us examine these two published accounts. In less
than two decades, lead poisoning in children has evolved
from an exceptional disease ignored by most pediatricians
to an epidemic now regarded as a priority. Does this change reflect a massive
propagation of lead in older housing? Has the proportion
of children affected dramatically increased? Actually, it is exactly the opposite: the
number of contaminated homes has diminished (many have been destroyed and white lead has
not been used for half a century) and doctors hardly ever encounter children with high lead
concentrations in their blood (severe cases such as
Mammar’s have disappeared). So, how can we
explain this evolution? It is not the biological
reality that has changed, but the way it is viewed:
Not so long ago, lead poisoning was a medical
condition with hematological, digestive, and
above all neurological disorders; individuals
were diagnosed via X-rays and blood tests; they
eventually received palliative drugs and were
sent home. Now, lead poisoning is seen as an
epidemiological fact analyzed in terms of preva-
ence rates and risk factors, as opposed to symp-
toms and signs; populations are screened on the
basis of where they live rather than what they suffer
from; prevention is preferred to treatment.

One way to interpret this change is to view it as the
discovery of a fact that had been overlooked: children
suffered from lead poisoning in the past but it was
identified. This is actually part of the story. In 1985, a
little girl was diagnosed with lead poisoning in a Paris
hospital. Instead of routinely releasing her after she
had received the palliative treatment, however, a
social worker investigated her living conditions. Ini-
tially skeptical, local public health specialists were
prodded to conduct a small study of the decaying build-
ing where the child resided with other immigrant families in
squalid conditions. They found high lead concentra-
tions in the blood of several children and in the paint
on the walls. Convinced by this unexpected evidence,
they informed the public health department of a uni-
versity of their findings and together they launched a
screening program in facilities for mother and child
health care. By 1990, 1,500 cases of lead poisoning in
children had thus been diagnosed. The epidemic was
born. Three factors had made this discovery possible.
First, new actors were mobilized: public health specialists
rather than clinicians, social workers as well as
doctors, and subsequently town-planners and policy-
makers. Second, new tools were used: epidemiological
studies and statistical analyses, prevalence rates and
odds-ratios, instead of clinical examination, radiological
explorations, and interviews with parents and in-
quiries into children’s behavior. Third, a new approach
was formed: one of prevention rather than treatment,
in which populations at risk were considered rather
than individuals suffering from a disease. In sum, a
new culture emerged, part of a larger picture in which
public health as a mode of thinking and acting
slowly—and belatedly—was developing in France, a
country where the medical profession has long been
disinclined toward social medicine. But the discovery
of these previously undiagnosed children is not the
sole explanation for the dramatic evolution of lead
poisoning from an “exceptional disease” to a “silent
epidemic.”

A second factor has to be taken into account: how
lead poisoning in children was reinvented. When it was
still a disease occasionally seen by pediatricians, i.e.,
when symptoms alone admitted young patients to the
hospital, lead poisoning was defined by very high lead
concentrations in the blood. In the early 1980s, med-
ical literature often considered 35 or even 45 µg/dl
as the pathological threshold: beyond it, one could see
encaphalopathy. But in fact, international epidemiolog-
ical studies had identified adverse consequences at
lower concentrations. The first investigation conducted
in the Parisian building therefore used 25 µg/dl as its
norm. The second survey subsequently carried out in the
mother and child health care units considered 15 µg/dl
as the acceptable limit. Finally, the INSERM report was
based on concentrations above 10 µg/dl. Observation of
this decreasing threshold had the statistical effect of in-
creasing the number of poisoned children. Public health

The ten initially recorded patients
suffered from a confirmed clinical
condition, whereas the 85,000 estimated
cases today correspond to a potential
social condition. Thus, not only was
lead poisoning in children discovered,
but it was reinvented.

What was once a pathology lead become a probability. Recent decades have reinvented even more lead responsible
for children’s delinquency—again in a statistical
meaning, that those with blood concentra-
tions even slightly above 10 µg/dl were more
likely to develop “antisocial behaviors.” In other
words, the ten initially recorded patients suffered
from a confirmed clinical condition, whereas
the 85,000 estimated cases today correspond to
a potential social condition. The initial answer was cul-
turally based—doctors suspected traditional healing
practices, the use of craft pottery, and women’s eye
shadows. When it became clear that lead paint was the
cause, they proposed a cultural form of geophagy, sug-
gest that African mothers had an idiosyncratic tol-
ernity. This is how the epidemic came into being.

This story is not just about lead poisoning; it
has important implications for our understand-
ing of health problems. Too often we consider
diseases as mere natural facts. When thinking of
this way, we elude the social work of actors who
permanently redefine the boundary between
the “normal and the pathological,” to paraphrase
Georges Canguilhem. This concept is not only
ture, for which it is well
now, but also of somatic conditions: health
problems are not pure biological entities; they are also complex social constructions.

Professor in the School of Social Science, is situated at
The work of Didier Fassin, James D. Wolfensohn
the intersection of the theoretical and ethnographic
foundations of the main areas of anthropology—social,
cultural, political, medical. Trained as a medical doctor,
Fassin has conducted field studies in Senegal,
Ecuador, South Africa, and France, leading to publi-
cations that have illuminated important aspects of the
AIDS epidemic, social inequalities in health, and the
changing landscape of global health. He recently turned
his work has been concerned with the “politics of compassion,” namely, the various ways in which
inequality has been redefined as “suffering,” violence
reformulated as “trauma,” and military interventions
qualified as “humanitarian.”
Beyond the Formalist-Realist Divide: Exposing a Legal Myth

BY BRIAN Z. TAMANAH

According to the conventional account, American lawyers and judges from the 1870s through the 1920s believed in “legal formalism”—that law is a comprehensive and logically ordered body of rules and principles, and judges mechanically deduce the correct answer in cases. In the 1920s and 1930s, the long-heralded narrative went, legal realists destroyed the prevailing formalist view of judging by demonstrating that law is filled with gaps, uncertainties, and inconsistent precedents; they argued that judges decide cases based on their personal preferences and work backward to find legal justifications for their decisions.

My professors taught me this version of events and, in turn, I have taught my students the same. This narrative is not just a quaint historical account; it structures contemporary debates about judging among legal theorists as well as quantitative research on judging by political scientists.

Modern search technology helped me stumble onto a discovery that overturned this fundamental notion about judging in the United States. When fooling around one afternoon to familiarize myself with the search mechanism of a legal database, I input the phrase “judicial legislation” (prior to 1900), not expecting to find much. According to the conventional account, it was an article of faith during the formalist age that judges do not legislate—they merely interpret and apply preexisting law.

Nearly four hundred documents were flagged by the search, a startlingly large number. But the real surprise came next. “We all know judges legislate”—jumped out of the second or third document I examined, published in the 1870s. Then I came across this stunning 1881 passage: “It is useless for judges to quote a score of cases from the digest to sustain almost every sentence, when everyone knows that another score might be collected from the digest to sustain almost every sentence, when it took me a year of research in residence at the Institute to fully comprehend the events that gave rise to this false story, how it took hold, and its distorting consequences for later generations.

Throughout the so-called formalist age, it turns out, many prominent judges and jurists acknowledged that there were gaps and uncertainties in the law and that judges must sometimes make choices. The period was marked by a severe economic depression and raging social and political conflict, especially between capital and labor, conflict that played out in courts. Progressive critics castigated judges for deciding cases in a logically blinkered fashion, erecting barriers against necessary legal reforms.

This charge of blind judicial formalism was emboldened by the legal realists, who were critical of courts in the 1930s, and the image was repeatedly invoked by subsequent generations to serve as a justification of judicial folly. Reinforced by repetition over the course of decades, the political impetus behind the original charge faded from view and the story about the formalist age became a firmly entrenched verity within our legal culture. The legal formalists and legal realists, moreover, entered the standard textbook as contrasting extremes, a pairing of opposites that painted the realists with labels as radicals orjudges, incorrectly, as radical skeptics of judging.

Debates about judging in the United States have been distorted for decades by this formalist-realist antithesis: either judging involves the objective application of legal rules with no discretion (formalism) or judicial decisions are determined by the subjective preferences of individual judges (realism).

The continuing impact of this antithesis is evident during Senate confirmation hearings when judicial nominees for the Supreme Court ritually intone that they decide cases purely based upon the law, denying that their personal views have an impact. This is false—a measurable proportion of Supreme Court cases are legally open to more than one answer—but prudent to assert. The admission that personal views sometimes (inevitably) come into play in legal decisions would expose a nominee to the accusation of improper politics. Stuck in this formalist-realist divide, we oscillate from one extreme to the other.

This now-dominant formalist-realist divide, in hindsight, appears shockingly lacking in substance.

This now-dominant formalist-realist divide, in hindsight, appears shockingly lacking in substance.

Friends Rise to Chooljian Challenge

Earlier this year, the Friends of the Institute for Advanced Study were presented with an extraordinary opportunity to raise additional funds in support of the Institute. Martin Chooljian, Trustee of the Institute, and his wife Helen, Friends since 1992, issued a challenge to the Friends, whose annual gifts provide the Institute with its greatest source of unrestricted income. The Chooljian’s promised to match the increase in any gift by a current Friend and to match every gift by a new Friend, up to a total of $100,000. The Friends were motivated by this challenge and have been extremely generous in response, with over $98,000 qualifying for matching funds to date.

Thirty-one Friends have made a larger contribution this year than they did last year, and when added together, these increases total more than $52,000. Additionally, thirty new Friends have joined the Institute in 2009–10, with contributions by these new Friends totaling $46,000. Both amounts will be matched dollar for dollar by the Chooljians.

Carolyn Sanderson, Vice Chair of the Friends and Chair of the Membership Committee, is delighted by the results. “We deeply appreciate the response to this challenge by current Friends and we are especially pleased to welcome so many new Friends, whose membership contributions mean even more this year,” noted Sanderson. “As Friends, we believe deeply in the mission and vision of the Institute. There is faith that the work and study that takes place here will produce significant results in ways that we may or may not fully understand today. The freedom that the Faculty and Members have to pursue their research independently and in a superlative location, surrounded by an international cadre of scholars, is a remarkable legacy of those who have come before us. I would urge that it is our duty to continue to protect it, and that is what the Friends so generously do.”

For information on increasing your contribution or becoming a Friend of the Institute, contact Pamela Hughes, Senior Development Officer, at (609) 734-8204 or phughes@ias.edu. Additional information is also available at www.ias.edu/people/friends.

Sheila Hicks Tapestry Installed in Renwick Gallery

The Smithsonian American Art Museum has acquired a tapestry by Sheila Hicks, The Silk Rainforest, which is the complement of the tapestry donated in 2008 to the Institute for Advanced Study by Bob and Lynn Johnston (pictured above, far left, with Curator Nicholas R. Bell in the Smithsonian’s Renwick Gallery). Both tapestries were donated by the Johnstons, who are Friends of the Institute, through their foundation Educational Ventures, Inc. The Silk Rainforest is installed in the permanent collection galleries at the Museum’s Renwick Gallery; for more information, visit http://americanart.si.edu/collections/acquisitions/4hicks. Hicks wrote about the Institute’s tapestry, which is installed in the Dining Hall, for the Summer 2008 issue of the Institute Letter.
A CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITY (CGA) is a popular philanthropic strategy because of its many benefits and the ease with which it can be established. A CGA is a simple contract between the donor and the grantor (such as the Institute for Advanced Study), in which the donor makes a gift in exchange for a stream of annuity payments to one or two individuals during their lifetimes. Donors can establish annuities for themselves and/or a spouse, for their parents, or to support a relative or a friend. Donors can elect to begin receiving annuity payments immediately or defer payments to a later date.

Individual annuity rates, which range from 5 percent to 9.5 percent depending on the annuitant’s age, will be higher if the gift is made now and the payments are deferred. Donors are eligible for an immediate charitable income-tax deduction and capital-gains tax deferral if the annuity is funded with appreciated assets such as stock. In addition, a portion of each annuity payment is tax-exempt.

The Institute is qualified to grant CGAs in New Jersey and in many other states. An irrevocable gift of at least $10,000 is required to establish a charitable gift annuity, and the annuitant must be at least sixty years old when income payments begin. To explore how a CGA might work for you, please contact Catie Neucome, Senior Development Officer, at (609)951-4542 or cnewcombe@ias.edu. If you wish to calculate payments yourself, access the Planned Giving Calculator at www.ias.edu/support/planned-gifts. All calculations are anonymous unless you indicate you wish to be contacted.